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Please take note that we would like to add our Shanghai Plant to current our Malaysia Plant as a production 
and shipping plant for the JWPF connector (Wire-to-Board) Base housing assembly as follows. 
 
1. Target product and Part Number 

JWPF connector Base housing assembly 

Part number:  B( )B-JWPF-SK-R  (LF)(SN)   
< ( ) represents the number of circuits: 02, 03, 04, 06, or 08 > 

 

2. Timing of implementation 

After customer’s approval. 
 

3. Details 

Our Shanghai Plant shall be added as a production and shipping place for the above subject products. 
We have confirmed the compatibility performance between products made in Malaysia and those made in 
Shanghai. Additionally, the overseas standards (UL, TÜV), material quality, or product specifications 
remain unchanged. Furthermore, the packaging specifications and quantities remain unchanged. 
However, please note that there are differences in the tray between Malaysia-made and Shanghai-made 

products. (See photo below.) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Reason for the addition 

To ensure supply redundancy. (For BCP measures.) 
 

5. Labeling 

Label of product made in Shanghai Plant is different from that of conventional product made in current Plant. 

a) “(G)” indicating the Shanghai Plant-made product shall be prefixed on the beginning of the part number 

on the product label. 

e.g.) (G)B06B-JWPF-SK-R  (LF)(SN) 

 

b) Shanghai Plant ID mark on the label shall be (Ⓖ). <Malaysia Plant ID mark: Ⓓ> 

 
Your thought understanding and consideration would be very much appreciated. 

 
-End- 

 Differences in tray 

・Color tone 

・Uneven shape of outer frame 

Malaysia Plant-made product Shanghai Plant-made product 

Photo: Differences in tray 
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